Applications in shape analysis and object classification often require maps between metric spaces which preserve geometry as much as possible. In this paper, we combine the Monge formulation of optimal transport with the Gromov-Hausdorff construction to define a measure of the minimum amount of geometric distortion required to map one metric measure space onto another. We show that the resulting quantity, called Gromov-Monge distance, defines an extended quasi-metric on the space of isomorphism classes of metric measure spaces and that it can be promoted to a true metric on certain subclasses of mm-spaces. We also give precise comparisons between Gromov-Monge distance and several other metrics which have appeared previously, such as the Gromov-Wasserstein metric and the continuous Procrustes metric. Finally, we derive polynomial-time computable lower bounds for Gromov-Monge distance. These lower bounds are expressed in terms of classical invariants of mm-spaces called distance distributions. In the second half of the paper, which may be of independent interest, we study the discriminative power of these lower bounds for simple subclasses of metric measure spaces. We first consider the case of planar curves, where we give a counterexample to the Curve Histogram Conjecture of Brinkman and Olver. Next we show that one of our lower bounds distinguishes metric trees locally-trees which lie sufficiently close to one another in Gromov-Hausdorff distance are always distinguished-and generically with respect to a natural measure on the space of trees.
Introduction
Optimal transport (OT) problems deal with finding an optimal way to match two probability measures α and β defined on the same ambient metric space Z. There are two historical formulations of OT: the original Monge formulation [27] and the Kantorovich formulation [21] . The former involves minimizing a certain cost over all measure preserving transformations between the measures, whereas the latter introduces a convex relaxation which enlarges the set of admissible mappings to those probability measures on the product space Z × Z whose marginals coincide with α and β.
The convex relaxation corresponding to the Kantorovich formulation of OT has been adapted to the setting when one wishes to compare not just two probability measures defined on the same ambient space, but to the more general case when one wishes to compare triples of the form X = (X, d X , µ X ) where (X, d X ) is a compact metric space and µ X is a Borel probability measure on X. These triples are called metric measure spaces (mm-spaces for short), and the resulting notion of dissimilarity between pairs of such triples receives the name of Gromov-Wasserstein distance [26, 35] .
While the Gromov-Wasserstein distance defines a metric on the space M m of isomorphism classes of mm-spaces, the distance between a pair of spaces is realized by a coupling of their measures. In applications, one is frequently more interested in an actual mapping between spaces, as the mapping provides a tool for object registration, landmark propagation and feature comparison [10, 20] . In this paper we explore a quasi-metric on the space M m obtained by a similar generalization of the Monge formulation of OT. We refer to the resulting quasi-metric as the Gromov-Monge distance, and prove that in certain scenarios it can be promoted to a legitimate metric on mm-spaces. Furthermore, we prove that the more standard Gromov-Wasserstein distance is always realized as a limit of GromovMonge distances (Theorem 3.2). Another benefit of extending the Monge formulation of OT is that we are easily able to construct variants of the Gromov-Monge distance by restricting to subclasses of measure-preserving mappings. We show that these variants generalize metrics for comparison of subsets of R n which have appeared previously by showing that Gromov-Monge distance is equivalent to a natural isometry-invariant transport-based distance for Euclidean sets (Theorem 3.3 and the examples in Section 3.4). For example, the continuous Procrustes metric [2] is an OT-based metric which has been used successfully for classification of anatomical surfaces [10] , and we show that it can be viewed as a restriction of a variant of Gromov-Monge distance.
We obtain polynomial-time computable lower bounds on Gromov-Monge distance that parallel extant lower bounds for the Gromov-Wasserstein distance [26] . These bounds involve the so called local shape distributions: given an mm-space X = (X, d X , µ X ), the local shape distribution of X is a function dh X : X → P 1 (R) where x → d X (x, ·) # µ X . When the underlying distance is the GromovWasserstein distance-and the matching between shapes is done via measure couplings-these bounds are known to fail to discriminate between certain shapes. Due to the additional structure imposed by measure preserving maps, we are able prove that when the underlying metric is the Gromov-Monge distance, these bounds based on local distribution distance can be upgraded to actual metrics on certain classes of shapes. These classes of shapes include metric trees (Theorem 6.1). Metric trees are metric graphs (that is, geodesic metric spaces with Hausdorff dimension 1) whose hyperbolicity [12] is zero. In order to prove this strengthening of the lower bound we establish a connection to a distance between metric trees first considered in the topological data analysis community called the interleaving distance [28, 1] .
Along the way, by suitably adapting counterexamples to a conjecture by Blaschke [23] , we give counterexamples to a conjecture made by Brinkmann and Olver in [11] about the discriminatory power of the so called global shape distributions. These counterexamples encompass planar curves as well as 3D shapes. The global shape distribution dH X of the mm-space X is the average of the local shape distribution dh X : for every A ⊂ R measurable,
The paper is organized as follows. The definition of Gromov-Monge distance is given in Section 2, where it is shown to be an extended quasi-metric on M m . Various alternative representations of Gromov-Monge distance are explored in Section 3. Comparisons with Gromov-Wasserstein distance and the continuous Procrustes metric are also provided therein. Section 4 includes definitions of the local and global shape distributions and treats the derivation of lower bounds on Gromov-Monge distance in terms of these invariants. The efficacy of these lower bounds is explored in Sections 5 and 6 for plane curves and metric trees, respectively.
2 Gromov-Monge Quasi-Metrics
Preliminary Definitions
Let M denote the collection of isometry classes of compact metric spaces (X, d X )-we will refer to a metric space by its underlying set X when it is clear that a metric has been fixed. The classical notion of Hausdorff distance between compact subsets of an ambient metric space Z can be vastly generalized to give a metric on M. The Gromov-Hausdorff metric d GH is defined by
where the infimum is taken over all ambient metric spaces (Z, d Z ) and isometric embeddings φ X : X → Z and φ Y : Y → Z, and where d Z H denotes Hausdorff distance in Z. The Gromov-Hausdorff distance can be reformulated in several ways, and we will make particular use of a reformulation in terms of the distortion of a correspondence. For compact metric spaces X and Y , let Γ X,Y : X × Y × X × Y → R denote the distortion map, defined by Γ X,Y (x, y, x , y ) = |d X (x, x ) − d Y (y, y )|.
A correspondence between sets X and Y is a subset R ⊂ X × Y such that the coordinate projection maps π X : X × Y → X and π Y : X × Y → Y give surjections when restricted to R. The set of all correspondences between X and Y is denoted R(X, Y ). We then have the following reformulation of Gromov-Hausdorff distance [12] :
One might notice that the righthand side of (2) takes the form of an infimum of instances of an L ∞ norm of the function Γ X,Y . It is tempting to relax this expression to an L p norm, but in order to do so we must consider more general spaces. Let X = (X, d X , µ X ) denote a metric measure space (mmspace)-that is, (X, d X ) is a compact metric space and µ X is a Borel probability measure on X. For convenience, we always assume that supp[µ X ] = X. Let P 1 (X) denote the set of all fully-supported Borel probability measures on X. For a measurable map φ : X → Y between metric spaces spaces and a measure µ X on X, we will use the notation φ # µ X for the pushforward of µ X by φ. This is defined on a Borel subset A ⊂ Y by
An isomorphism between mm-spaces X and Y is a measure-preserving map φ : X → Y which is also a metric isometry; i.e.,
When such an isomorphism exists, we write X ≈ Y. The collection of isomorphism classes of metric measure spaces will be denoted M m . For mm-spaces X and Y, define
to be the set of all probability measures on X ×Y with marginals µ X and µ Y , which are called couplings between µ X and µ Y . Note that the product measure µ X ⊗ µ Y is always in U(µ X , µ Y ) so that the set of couplings is never empty. In a similar vein, let
denote the set of all measure-preserving maps between X and Y . Notice that it could be that T = ∅. Indeed, there is never a measure-preserving map from the mm-space containing a single point to an mm-space with larger cardinality. Given any φ ∈ T (µ X , µ Y ), one can consider the probability measure
It is straightforward to check that µ φ ∈ U(µ X , µ Y ).
Gromov-Monge Distance
One notion of an L p relaxation of (2) is given by the Gromov-Wasserstein p-distance d GW,p , defined on mm-spaces X and Y by
Gromov-Wasserstein distance was introduced and shown to be a metric on M m in [26] . As was discussed in the introduction, the aim of many applications in imaging and shape classification is to obtain a registration of two objects via a mapping from one object to another. GromovWasserstein distance defines a metric on M m , but it is typically realized by a measure coupling and the vital registration map is not obtained. In light of this, we introduce a variant of Gromov-Wasserstein which restricts the constraint set to only consider measure-preserving mappings. The Gromov-Monge p-distance between mm-spaces X and Y is the quantity
Referring to d GM,p as a distance is a slight abuse of terminology. Recall that a quasi-metric on a set S is a function S × S → R satisfying all of the usual axioms of a metric except for symmetry. An extended quasi-metric is permitted to assign distance ∞ to some pairs of points. It only remains to show that d GM,p satisfies the triangle inequality
is infinity. The triangle inequality therefore holds in this case. The triangle inequality follows trivially if
is infinite, so let us assume that all distances are finite. In this case we have
= inf
The estimate (3) follows from the fact that
for any fixed φ = φ 2 • φ 1 with φ 1 ∈ T (µ X , µ Y ) and φ 2 ∈ T (µ Y , µ Z ). This holds by the definition of µ φ , the Minkowski inequality and the fact that
for all x, x , y, y , z, z .
Example 2.1 (d GM,p is Not Symmetric). Let X = {u, v} be endowed with empirical measure δ u = δ v = 1 2 and metric determined by d X (u, v) = 1. Let Y = {y} with measure δ y = 1. Then the constant map X → Y is measure-preserving, but neither of the two possible maps Y → X preserves measure (we cannot split mass).
Even if finite mm-spaces have the same cardinality, it is possible that the set of measure-preserving transformations between them is empty. For example, take X as above and let Z = {Z, d Z , µ Z } denote the space with Z = {y, z}, d Z (y, z) = 1 and µ Z the measure with weights δ y = 1/4 and δ z = 3/4.
In applications, mm-spaces under consideration frequently arise by taking finite samples from continuous spaces and assigning uniform weights. The next proposition shows that d GM,p defines an extended metric when restricted to the class of finite mm-spaces of a fixed cardinality.
Proposition 2.1. Let X and Y be mm-spaces such that X and Y are finite sets.
Proof. A measure-preserving map φ : X → Y between finite mm-spaces with fully supported measures must be surjective. Suppose that |X| = n and |Y | = m and assume without loss of generality that n ≥ m. If n > m, then there is no measure-preserving map Y → X, whence d GM,p (Y, X ) = ∞, and this proves the second claim.
On the other hand, suppose n = m. Let δ x j denote the weight assigned to x j ∈ X and δ y j the weight assigned to y j ∈ Y . The sets T (µ X , µ Y ) and T (µ Y , µ X ) are both empty or both non-empty, and in the former case we have
Supposing that a measure-preserving map φ : X → Y exists, it is a bijection such that δ φ(x j ) = δ x j . A straightforward calculation then shows that the inverse of the minimizer realizing
At the other extreme, d GM,p induces a true metric on a broad class of mm-spaces with infinite cardinality. Let M m ∞ denote the collection of isomorphism classes of mm-spaces X = (X, d X , µ X ) such that X is uncountable, (X, d X ) is separable and µ X has no atoms.
Proof. Let X and Y represent elements of M m ∞ and let I denote the interval [0, 1] endowed with Lebesgue measure. A classical result from real analysis says that there exists a bijection φ X : X → I such that both φ X and φ 
This implies that the set T (µ X , µ Y ) is nonempty, and it follows that d GM,p is finite.
Alternative Representations

Gromovization of the Mass Transport Problem
We can similarly define L p versions of the original embedding formulation of Gromov-Hausdorff distance (1). These definitions are more clearly tied to ideas from optimal transport. Before making our definitions, we more precisely recall the two formulations of the optimal transport problem (see [36] for a general reference).
Given a compact metric space (Z, d Z ) and Borel probability measures α and β on Z, the Kantorovich formulation of the optimal transport problem seeks the quantity
where p ≥ 1. The function d W,p has come to be known as the Wasserstein metric on P 1 (Z). As shown by Sturm [34, 35] , the Gromov-Hausdorff construction can adapted to give a metric on M m , which we denote
where the infimum is taken over all isometric embeddings φ X : X → Z and φ Y : Y → Z into some compact metric space Z.
On the other hand, the original Monge formulation of optimal transport seeks the quantity
where the infimum is once again taken over isometric embeddings into a common ambient metric space. These definitions extend to the case p = ∞ as usual. 
In the case that p = ∞, we have
Proof. First we will show that d GM,p (X , Y) = ∞ if and only if d emb GM,p (X , Y) = ∞. This follows because we can always isometrically embed X and Y into the metric space Z = X Y with met-
Then there exists a measure-preserving map X → Y if and only if there exists a map Z → Z taking the pushforward of µ X to the pushforward of µ Y . Now we will assume that both Gromov-Monge distances are finite and show that (5) holds for p ∈ [1, ∞] . This is equivalent to showing that whenever 
where d Z (·, φ(·)) denotes the map from Z to R given by z → d Z (z, φ(z)). Now note that for all x, x ∈ X, the triangle inequality in Z implies that
Putting this together with the triangle inequality for the L p norm, we have
This establishes (5). Now we wish to show that
The claim follows if we are able to construct a metric space (Z, d Z ) and isometric embeddings φ X and
for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . Then
This completes the proof.
Example 3.1 (d GM,p and d emb GM,p are Not BiLipschitz Equivalent). Consider the family of mm-spaces ∆ n . Each ∆ n consists of the space X n = {1, . . . , n} with metric d n (i, j) = 1 − δ ij and measure ν n defined by ν n (i) = 1/n. For p < ∞,
where the former bound holds generally and the latter is shown in [26, Claim 5.3] . On the other hand,
This follows from the fact that T (ν 2n , ν n ) is simply the set of 2-to-1 maps from {1, . . . , 2n} to {1, . . . , n} and all such maps have the same Monge cost, so that the quantity is obtained by a direct calculation. It follows that the quasi-metrics d GM,p and d emb GM,p are not bi-Lipschitz equivalent for any p ∈ [1, ∞).
Gromov-Wasserstein Distance as a Gromov-Monge Distance
A pseudo-metric space is a pair (X, d X ) such that the pseudo-metric d X : X × X → R satisfies all of the axioms of a metric, except that it is possible for d X (x, x ) = 0 for distinct x, x ∈ X. The pseudometric defines a topology on X by taking a basis of open balls; the topology is non-Hausdorff if d X is not actually a metric. A pseudo-metric measure space (pmm-space) is a triple X = (X, d X , µ X ), where (X, d X ) is a compact pseudo-metric space and µ X is a Borel probability measure with full support. The definition of Gromov-Monge distance extends to pseudo-metric measure spaces without modification.
Example 3.2 (Pullback Pseudometric). Let (X, d X ) be a metric space, let Z be a set and let f :
It is easy to check that f * d X satisfies the axioms of a pseudo-metric.
Let X be a mm-space. A mass splitting of X is a pmm-space Z such that there exists a measurepreserving map π : Z → X with the property that
Theorem 3.2. Let X and Y be metric measure spaces. Then
where the infimum is taken over mass-splittings of X .
Proof. Given a measure coupling µ of µ X and µ Y , define a pmm-space Z by setting
where the last line follows by
Conversely, let Z satisfy the conditions and let φ : Z → Y be a measure-preserving map. We define a probability measure µ on X × Y as
where π × φ : Z → X × Y is the map taking z to (π(z), φ(z)). Then µ defines a measure coupling of µ X and µ Y . Indeed, for any set A ⊂ X,
and (π Y ) # µ = µ Y follows by a similar argument. Consider the following calculation (we suppress all function arguments to condense notation):
Equality (7) follows from the fact that
Equality (8) follows from the change-of-variables property of pushforward measures. The final equality (9) follows once again from the change-of-variables property and the fact that
and the proof is therefore complete.
Gromov-Monge Distances for Euclidean Spaces
A Euclidean mm-space is an mm-space X such that X ⊂ R n for some n and d X is the restriction of Euclidean distance (we do not impose any extra conditions on µ X ). For Euclidean mm-spaces X and Y with the same ambient space R n , we can consider the isometry-invariant Monge p-distance
where we use E(n) to denote the group of Euclidean isometries and · for the Euclidean norm.
Theorem 3.3. Let X and Y be Euclidean mm-spaces in the same ambient space R n , let p ≥ 1 and let
where c n is a constant depending only on n.
Remark 3.1. It is easy to show that, for any mm-spaces X and
The proof idea is essentially the same as [25, Theorem 4] , except that we require a technical lemma which is specific to our setup. We are also able to obtain slightly better bounds. 
, and a measure-preserving map
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that X and Y are subsets of an ambient metric space (Z, d Z ) and let φ ∈ S such that
We then define X = π X (R ) and Y = π Y (R ), so that R ∈ R(X , Y ). Also note that φ(X ) = Y . A short calculation using the triangle inequality shows that R satisfies (11) . Moreover,
Rearranging, we obtain µ
and (10) is satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The inequality on the left is obvious, so let us consider the inequality on the right. If either quantity is infinite, then both are, so assume not. By Remark 3.1, we suppose without loss of generality that d emb GM,p (X , Y) = M for some ≤ 1. Let X , Y , φ and R be as in Lemma 3.1 and let
and such that ψ(X ) is a 2 1/2 M -net for Y . We apply [3, Theorem 2.2] to conclude that there is an isometry T ∈ E(n) such that sup x∈X T (x) − ψ(x) ≤ 1/2 · a n · M , where a n is a constant depending only on n.
Applying the triangle inequality and the general inequality
We bound each term separately. First note that
where we have used isometry invariance of d R n M,p,iso to assume without loss of generality that the circumcenters of X and Y are at the origin in order to obtain the last equality. This implies that
The bounds on (13) and (14) follow from our assumptions on ψ:
Combining these estimates, we conclude
with c n = 4 max{2, a n }.
Variants of Gromov-Monge Distances
A benefit of using mappings (as opposed to couplings) in the definition of the Gromov-Monge pdistances is that it makes the definition amenable to restricting to various convenient subclasses of maps. In general for mm-spaces X and Y, let S = S(X , Y) ⊂ T (µ X , µ Y ) denote some prescribed class of measure-preserving mappings φ : X → Y . We then define the restricted Gromov-Monge
with the distance taken to be ∞ when S = ∅. The proof of Theorem 2.1 still applies to show that
Example 3.3. Taking S to be the set of bijective measure-preserving mappings, d GM,p,S is symmetric and therefore defines an extended metric on M m . It restricts to a (finite-valued) metric on the space M m ∞ of uncountable, separable, nonatomic mm-spaces.
Example 3.4. We could take S to be the set of continuous measure-preserving mappings. Restricting to the subclass of mm-spaces X such that X is a smooth manifold, we could also take S to be the set of measure-preserving mappings of higher regularity. We will show below (Examples 3.5 and 3.6) that restricting to these sets of mappings allows us to generalize metrics which have appeared previously in the literature.
We also define
where the infimum is taken over isometric embeddings into a compact metric space (Z, d Z ), and where
Finally, we extend the definition of d R n M,p,iso analogously to obtain the isometry-invariant quasi-metric d R n M,p,iso,S . Going through the proofs, one observes that it is possible to extend most of our results to the restricted quasi-metrics. For example, Theorem 3.1 can be adapted to give the general bound
Likewise, rewriting the arguments and replacing T with S, Theorem 3.3 can be extended to show that Euclidean mm-spaces satisfy
Example 3.5. For smooth surfaces X and Y in R 3 , the continuous Procrustes distance is given in our notation by d R 3 M,2,iso,S (X , Y), where S is the collection of continuous measure preserving maps X → Y . Theoretical aspects of this metric are studied in [2] , where it is shown that optimal mappings are close to being conformal. The metric was used in [10] to classify anatomical surfaces (shapes of primate teeth), where its effectiveness at classification was shown to be roughly on par with a that of a trained morphologist. The bound (15) shows that continuous Gromov-Monge distances can be seen as a generalization of the continuous Procrustes metric.
Example 3.6. The metric d R 2 M,2,iso,S with S the collection of measure-preserving diffeomorphisms is studied in [20] for applications to 2D image registration. Once again, (15) shows that this is generalized by a variant of Gromov-Monge distance.
Lower Bounds
In order to use Gromov-Monge quasi-distances in classification tasks, we seek lower bounds which are efficiently computable. In this section we introduce two such bounds, defined in terms of distance distributions of the metric spaces. The subsequent sections give rigorous results on the effectiveness of these lower bounds at distinguishing metric measure spaces. Distance distributions have appeared frequently as summary shape descriptors, so these effectiveness results are of independent interest.
Global Distance Distributions
A simple measure-preserving isometry-invariant descriptor of a mm-space X is its distance distribution
Distance distributions (sometimes referred to as shape distributions or distance histograms) are a standard tool for summarizing metric spaces. They have been used for classification of geometric objects [29, 8] and their mathematical properties have been studied in a variety of contexts [9, 11, 6] . The distance distribution can be used to give a lower bound on d GM,p as follows. 
Proof. This follows immediately from d GM,p (X , Y) ≥ d GW,p (X , Y) and a similar lower bound on Gromov-Wasserstein distances derived in [26, Section 6].
Local Distance Distributions
The lower bound derived in Proposition 4.1 involves no optimization and one would therefore not expect it to be very tight. In order to achieve a lower bound which involves an optimization component, we introduce another classical mm-space invariant. The local distance distribution of a mm-space X is the function
This quantity is related to the global distance distribution by
Local distance distributions (and closely related invariants, such as shape contexts) have also appeared frequently in the shape analysis literature (e.g., [17, 5, 33] ).
Given X , Y ∈ M m one defines the following cost function c X ,Y :
where h
In particular, for p = 1, this simplifies to
We require a technical lemma, which appears as [26, Lemma 6.1] and is restated here for convenience. It follows by a change of variables and standard facts about optimal transportation on the real line. 
where for t ≥ 0,
have generalized inverses
When ξ(u) = |u|, this simplifies to
Corollary 4.1. Let X and Y be mm-spaces and let p ∈ [1, ∞). For any map φ ∈ T (µ X , µ Y ) and any fixed points x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , the following estimate holds:
When p = 1, this simplifies to
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.1 with
The lemma also provides the claimed simplification in the p = 1 case.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. For any
Since φ was arbitrary, the general result follows. The simplified expression for p = 1 follows similarly from Corollary 4.1.
Distinguishing Power of the Lower Bounds
Given our derived lower bounds on d GM,p , we arrive at a natural question: is it possible for one of our lower bounds on d GM,p (X , Y) to return the value zero for non-isomorphic spaces X and Y? For simplicity, we will focus on the p = 1 bounds and use the notation
implies that X ≈ Y for all spaces X and Y in the subclass. The rest of the paper is devoted to proving rigorous results on the extent to which L H and L h distinguish spaces in simple subclasses of mm-spaces; namely, the subclasses of plane curves and metric trees.
Lower Bounds for Plane Curves
Point Clouds
We begin by reviewing some results on the simplest subclass of mm-spaces. Let M m N,k denote the collection of isomorphism classes of mm-spaces X such that X is a point cloud of N points in R k , d X is Euclidean distance and µ X is uniform measure. The problem of reconstructing X from its collection of interpoint distances (i.e., from its distribution X ) is classical and has applications to DNA sequencing and X-ray crystallography [22] . d R k H (X , X ) < and X is distinguished from all other point clouds by L H . We will provide a similar result regarding the distinguishing power of L h on the space of metric trees in Section 6.
The Curve Histogram Conjecture
In [11] , Brinkman and Olver consider the class of mm-spaces X with X a plane curve, d X extrinsic Euclidean distance between points, and µ X normalized arclength measure along the curve. They study global distance distributions (which they refer to as distance histograms) for elements of this class. They obtain convergence results for discrete approximations of plane curves and pose the following conjecture. Fully regular is a regularity class of plane curves including polygons and generic smooth curvessee [11] for details. Using the terminology of this paper, the Curve Histogram Conjecture says that L H distinguishes plane curves.
Consider the curves shown in Figure 1 . Each curve is obtained as the boundary of a polygon, each constructed by appending four congruent isosceles triangles to a regular octagon. These curves are clearly non-isometric and will serve as our counterexample to the Curve Histogram Conjecture. It is interesting to note that these curves first appeared in [23] as a counterexample to a conjecture of Blaschke that linear-intercept distributions distinguish convex polygons (see [32] ).
To prove that the curves give a counterexample to the curve histogram conjecture, we will derive a general criterion for mm-spaces to have the same global distance distribution. For a mm-space X , let X = X 1 ∪ X 2 ∪ · · · ∪ X n be a partition. For each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} let H i,j X be the function defined by H i,j
Denoting by 1 r : X × X → R the indicator function for the set
we have
The next theorem then follows immediately. 
Proposition 5.1. The curves in Figure 1 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 and therefore have the same distance distribution.
Proof. Denote the curve on the left by X and the curve on the right by Y . We partition each curve into triangular pieces T i (respectively, T i ) and straight pieces S j (respectively, S j ) according to the figure. For each pair (X i , X j ) of pieces X (here X j stands as a placeholder for either an S j or a T j ), we find a corresponding pair (Y k , Y ) in Y so that there is a rigid motion taking the first pair onto the second. Since the functions H Pairs of the form (S i , S i ) and (T i , T i ) are matched with (S i , S i ) and (T i , T i ), respectively. Moreover, note that curve Y is obtained form curve X by "swapping" S 1 with T 1 , it is clear that (S 1 , T 1 ) should be matched with (S 1 , T 1 ). It also follows that we have obvious matchings
It remains to show that the desired matchings exist for pairs which include S 1 or T 1 . These are given by
Remark 5.1. By smoothing corners for the curves in our example in a symmetric manner, we could produce a pair of C ∞ curves satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. This would therefore produce a counterexample to the Curve Histogram Conjecture involving C ∞ curves.
More Counterexamples for Curves
The construction used in the previous section can be used to generate counterexamples to the curve histogram conjecture starting with any regular polygon with an even number of sides. Starting from such a polygon, partition its edges into two sets of equal size such that there is no isometry taking one of the sets onto the other. We then construct a pair of curves by appending congruent isosceles triangles to each edge partition set-see Figure 2 . One is able to show that the resulting curves satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. We note that a similar idea was used recently in [16] to construct more counterexamples to Blaschke's conjecture.
By starting with a regular 2n-gon with n sufficiently large and by appending isosceles triangles with sufficiently small height, we can construct pairs of curves in this manner which are arbitrarily close to a circle in Gromov-Hausdorff distance. We therefore get the following corollary demonstrating a lack of distinguishing power of L H locally (cf. the main result of [4] demonstrating injectivity in a neighborhood of the unit circle for the circular integral invariant for plane curves). The global histogram does distinguish the unit circle, denoted S 1 , from all other simple closed curves.
Proposition 5.2. Assume a smooth simple planar closed curve C (endowed with euclidean distance and normalized length measure) satisfies H C (r) = H S 1 (r) for all r ≥ 0. Then, C is isometric to S 1 .
Proof. By [11] , one has that for r > 0 small enough the Taylor expansion,
where κ denotes curvature (and ds denotes arc length), and (C) is the length of C. Then, for C = S 1 this yields H S 1 (r) = r π + r 3 24π + O(r 5 ). Equating these two Taylor expansions gives (C) = 2π and C κ 2 (s)ds = 2π. By assumption, C κ(s)ds = 2π, so applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one has
Since equality in ( * ) is then forced, the equality conditions in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that κ is constant. Since (C) = 2π, then κ(s) = 1 for all s ∈ [0, 2π]. This finishes the proof.
Counterexamples for Surfaces
A similar construction can be used to produce nonisometric polyhedral surfaces which have the same distance distributions. Starting with a dodecahedron or icosahedron, we partition the faces into two sets so that there is no isometry mapping one set onto the other. For each set, we construct a new polyhedral surface by attaching a symmetric pyramid along the faces in the set. The resulting pair of polyhedral surfaces are nonisometric by construction, but one can show that they satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. An example is shown in Figure 3 . Similar constructions are also explored in [16] as counterexamples to a higher dimensional analogue of Blaschke's conjecture.
Lower Bounds for Metric Trees
A metric tree is a compact metric space which is homeomorphic to a contractible one-dimensional simplicial complex. We treat a metric tree as a mm-space by endowing it with the uniform probability measure and denote it by T = (T, d T , µ T ). The space of isomorphism classes of measured metric trees is denoted MTrees. Metric trees arise naturally in several applications; for instance, they appear in computational anatomy as models for blood vessels [14, 15] and in data visualization and shape analysis as merge trees [19, 28] . The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
(b) Densely and Generically: For every metric tree T and every > 0, there exists a metric tree T such that d GH (T , T ) < and T is distinguished from all other metric trees by L h . Moreover, a metric tree is distinguished from all other metric trees by L h almost surely with respect to a natural measure on MTrees.
Part (a) suggests that L h can itself be upgraded to an intrinsic metric on MTrees after symmetrizing as in Proposition 2.2 (cf. [13] ). Part (b) implies that the symmetrization of L h defines a metric on a full measure subset of MTrees.
Theorem 6.1 result is analogous to Boutin and Kemper's theorem on distance distributions of point clouds, described above in Theorem 5.1. It is also similar to the main result of [30] , where the authors considered injectivity properties of a more complicated invariant of metric graphs based on persistent homology. Parts (a) and (b) of our theorem will follow from the stronger results Proposition 6.2 and Proposition 6.3, respectively, together with Proposition 6.1.
A Condition for Nonvanishing L h
For a metric tree T , let N (T ) denote its collection of vertices of valence = 2, called nodes (this concept is well-defined, as it doesn't depend on the choice of homeomorphism onto a 1-complex). Also consider the finite multiset of functions
which we refer to as the node multiset. The node multiset is an isomorphism invariant of a metric tree. These invariants give a convenient condition guaranteeing that L h does not vanish. The proof uses a technical lemma, whose proof is given in Section 7.1. For k = 1 or k ≥ 3, let N k (T ) denote the set of valence-k nodes of a metric tree T (once again, this concept is well-defined).
Lemma 6.1. Let T and S be metric trees. If L h (T , S) = 0 then #N k (T ) = #N k (S) for all k.
It follows that #N (T ) = #N (S).
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We first consider the case that there is some v ∈ N (T ) such that h T (v, ·) = h S (w, ·) for all w ∈ N (S). If this is the case, then h T (v, ·) = h S (y, ·) for any point y in S, as h T (v, r) will differ from any h S (y, r) corresponding to a non-node y for small values of r. It follows that the Figure 4 : A pair of non-isomorphic combinatorial trees with the same global distance distribution-see [24] .
continuous function S → R ≥0 on the compact space S defined by y → c T ,S (v, y) achieves its minimum m v > 0. We claim that there exists an open neighborhood U of v in T such that for any x ∈ U ,
If this is not the case then there is a point x ∈ T such that c T ,T (v, x) < m v /2 and c T ,S (x, y) < m v /2 for some y ∈ S. It is not hard to see that the cost function satisfies a triangle inequality-like relation for all v, x ∈ T and y ∈ S:
Applying this to our particular points v, x and y, it follows that
which is a contradiction. For any measure preserving map φ : T → S,
whence L h (T , S) > 0. Now suppose that for each v ∈ N (T ) there exists some w ∈ N (S) with h T (v, ·) = h S (w, ·). Since we have assumed that h N (T ) = h N (S), Lemma 6.1 implies that there is some w ∈ N (S) such that h T (v, ·) = h S (w, ·) for all v ∈ N (T ). Let m w > 0 denote the minimum of the map x → c T ,S (x, w). By a similar argument to the one given above, there exists an open neighborhood V of w such that for all y ∈ V , inf x c T ,S (x, y) > m w /2. For any measure-preserving map φ : T → S, we have
and it follows that L h (T , S) > 0.
Counterexamples
Before proving Theorem 6.1, we provide counterexamples for some stronger statements about the distinguishing powers of L H and L h for combinatorial and metric trees.
Example 6.1 (L H Does Not Distinguish Trees). For combinatorial trees, the global distance distribution is equal to the path sequence, a classical graph invariant. It is easy to construct simple examples of combinatorial trees which are non-isomorphic, but which share the same distribution. Figure 4 shows an example, taken from [24] , of non-isomorphic combinatorial trees T 1 and T 2 with L H (T 1 , T 2 ) = 0.
Taking edge lengths to be 1, we produce T 1 , T 2 ∈ MTrees which are not distinguished by L H . One can check that the node multisets for the metric trees are not equal, h N (T 1 ) = h N (T 2 ). It follows from Proposition 6.1 that these metric trees are distinguished by L h .
Figure 5: Common tree structure used in the local distribution counterexample.
Example 6.2 (L h Does Not Distinguish Trees).
Consider the tree structure shown in Figure 5 , where we are free to assign the number of branches A j , B j and C j in each lobe. Let T 1 and T 2 be the combinatorial trees with numbers of branches given, respectively, by 
The trees T 1 and T 2 are nonisomorphic. However, one can check explicitly that L h (T 1 , T 2 ) = 0. Moreover, the metric trees T 1 and T 2 obtained by taking all edgelengths to be one are nonisomorphic, but satisfy L h (T 1 , T 2 ) = 0. A measure-preserving map realizing this value is obtained by interpolating the map on nodes which extends the node-pairing map of the combinatorial tree.
Example 6.3 (L h Does Note Distinguish Trees in Any Gromov-Hausdorff Neighborhood). Fix any metric tree T . Let S j denote the metric tree obtained from the combinatorial tree T j defined in Example 6.2. Let S j,δ denote the same metric tree with all edges scaled to have length δ. Fix a leaf v ∈ T . We form the metric tree S j,δ by attaching S j,δ (say, along its central node) to T (say, at v). Then L h (S 1,δ , S 2,δ ) = 0; indeed, this is realized by defining a map φ : S 1,δ → S 2,δ taking nodes of T ⊂ S 1,δ to themselves, nodes of S 1,δ to nodes of S 2,δ according to the matching from Example 6.2, and extending across edges by interpolation. Moreover, S j,δ can be made arbitrarily close in Gromov-Hausdorff distance to T by taking δ to be sufficiently small.
Merge Trees and the Interleaving Distance
To study the properties of MTrees as a metric space under the Gromov-Hausdorff metric, we use the formalism of merge trees and their interleaving distances [28] . For a connected topological space X endowed with a continuous function f : X → R, denote the epigraph of f by
The height function f : epi(f ) → R is given by f (x, r) = r. One forms a topological space M f = epi(f )/ ∼, where (x, r) ∼ (x , r ) if and only if r = r and (x, r), (x , r ) ∈ f −1 (r) lie in the same connected component of epi(f ). Then M f has the structure of a tree and f induces a well-defined function M f → R by [x, r] → r. We abuse notation and continue to denote this induced map by f . Given a pair of merge trees M f and M g , one computes the interleaving distance d i (M f , M g ) as follows. For any > 0, there is a shift map σ f : M f → M f which takes a point [x, r] at height r to its unique ancestor [x , r + ] at height r + . An -morphism is a continuous map φ :
and φ • ψ = σ 2 g . When there exists such an -interleaving we say that M f and M g are -interleaved. We then define
Let T be a metric tree. For each x ∈ T , let f T x : T → R be defined by f T x (y) = −d T (x, y). We can then form the merge tree M f T x , which we denote more succinctly as T x . In this case, the structure of T is largely unchanged as we pass to the merge tree T x ; indeed, if x is not a leaf of T , then T x is a rooting of T at x, with an extra edge extending to ∞ from x. If x is a leaf of T , then T x is a rooting at the unique neighbor of x, once again with an infinite edge extending from the root.
For metric trees T and S, define
Recent results of Agarwal et. al. [1] relate this quantity to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between T and S and give a short list of candidate values for ∆(T, S). These are summarized below.
Theorem 6.2 ([1]
). For metric trees T and S,
, where
L h Distinguishes Metric Trees Locally
Part (a) of Theorem 6.1 follows by combining Proposition 6.1 with the following result.
Proposition 6.2. For any metric tree T , there exists T > 0 such that if h N (T ) = h N (S) and d GH (T , S) < T , then T and S are isomorphic.
We will introduce some notation and a technical lemma in order to prove the theorem. Let T be a metric tree and fix some point x ∈ T . Let ∂B d T (x, r) denote the discrete set of boundary points of the metric ball B d T (x, r). For fixed x, consider the function h T (x, ·) defined by
The function is piecewise constant with a finite number of discontinuities at some radii r x 1 < r x 2 < · · · < r x Mx depending on x. Moreover, it is the case that
for some sufficiently small > 0. For each of the r x j , ∂B d T (x, r) necessarily contains a node. We claim that for r ∈ {r x 1 , . . . , r x Mx }, ∂B d T (x, r) can only contain a node if it, in particular, contains a leaf. Indeed, if r lies in an interval (r x j , r x j+1 ), j = 0, 1, . . . , M x (taking r x 0 = 0 and r x Mx+1 = ∞, for notational convenience), and ∂B d T (x, r) contains only non-leaf nodes, then, for sufficiently small > 0, the number of non-leaf elements of ∂B d T (x, r + ) is strictly greater than the number of non-leaf elements of ∂B d T (x, r). This contradicts the fact that the function h T (x, ·) is constant on such intervals. Now suppose that x is a node of T . The discussion of the previous paragraph allows us to distinguish a finite list of candidate values r where ∂B d T (x, r) can contain a node. Lemma 6.2. Let T be a metric tree and let r x 1 , . . . , r x Mx be as defined above. Let 1 , . . . , N denote the lengths of all leaf edges of T . The sphere ∂B d T (x, r) can only contain a node if r lies in the set
Proof. Suppose that ∂B d T (x, r) contains a node and that r ∈ {r x 1 , . . . , r x M }. By the above discussion,
. We therefore assume that we are in neither of these situations and iterate the process. That is, we have a node
∈ {r x 1 , . . . , r x Mx } (in which case r = r x j 2 + j 2 + j 1 ) and otherwise iterates again. The algorithm must eventually terminate, since the distances s j in each step are strictly decreasing.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. From the multiset h N (T ), we are able to extract all possible values of r for which the function h T (x, ·) is discontinuous, for each x ∈ N (T ). That is, using the notation of Lemma 6.2, we can determine the set
Moreover, we can extract the set of lengths { 1 , . . . , N } of all leaf edges of T from the multiset h N (T ). Indeed, first note that a function in h N (T ) can be distinguished as the function of a leaf by the observation that h T (x, 0) = 1 if and only if x is a leaf. Next use the fact that the length of the leaf edge of a leaf x is the smallest value of r > 0 such that h T (x, r) = 1. The multiset h N (T ) therefore determines the set
In particular, Σ T contains the union of all Σ T (x) for x ∈ N (T ). In general, this containment is strict. Fix a node t ∈ N (T ) and consider the set
If we assume that h N (T ) = h N (S), then the discussion from the previous paragraph implies that Σ T = Σ S , and we have similar statements for the other sets Λ i,j from Theorem 6.2:
Combining these inclusions with part 2 of Theorem 6.2, we have
Finally, let
By the discussion of the previous paragraph, ∆(T , S) ∈ Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 , and it follows that ∆(T , S) = 0.
Applying the lower bound of Theorem 6.2, we conclude that d GH (T , S) = 0 and it follows that T and S are isomorphic.
L h Distinguishes Metric Trees Generically
The lower bound L h distinguishes trees generically. To state this more precisely, we define a probability measure ρ on MTrees, following the definition of [30] . For a fixed combinatorial tree T = (V, E) ∈ CTrees, pick an arbitrary probability measure ρ T on the orthant R #E + which has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure. This induces a probability measure on the subspace of MTrees containing metric trees whose underlying combinatorial tree is equal to T . Next choose an arbitrary probability mass function f on the countable space of combinatorial trees. The probability measure ρ on MTrees is a mixture model: a random element of MTrees is drawn by first drawing a combinatorial tree T according to f (T ), then promoting it to a metric tree according to ρ T .
Together with Proposition 6.1, the following proposition proves part (b) of Theorem 6.1.
Proposition 6.3. The set of metric trees T which are determined up to isomorphism by the multiset h N (T ) is dense in MTrees with respect to Gromov-Hausdorff distance and full measure with respect to ρ.
Our proof relies on a technical lemma, which is proved in Section 7.2. Proof of Proposition 6.3. Lemma 6.3 implies that the map T → h(T ) is injective on the set of metric trees T such that the functions in h N (T ) are distinct. This set contains, in particular, the set of metric trees with the property that there are no nontrivial equalities between edgelengths involving only addition and subtraction. This property is referred to as Property P in [30] , where the authors remark that the set of metric graphs lacking this property has zero measure with respect to ρ. This proves the statement about generic injectivity. To prove the statement about density, let T be a metric tree and let > 0. We wish to construct a new tree T which is -close to T in Gromov-Hausdorff distance and which has the property that h N (T ) contains distinct functions. To do so, enumerate the elements of N (T ) as v 1 , . . . , v N . Let r 1 , . . . , r N be a list of distinct real numbers which are also distinct from all edgelengths of T . At each v j we append a leaf edge of length r j , and the resulting metric tree is T . By rescaling the r j uniformly as needed, we can ensure that d GH (T , T ) < . It therefore remains to show that the functions in h N (T ) are all distinct.
Let v ∈ N (T ) and let δ > 0 be less than the shortest edgelength of T . If v is a leaf which was appended to the vertex v j ∈ T in order to obtain T , then for r ≤ r j + δ, h T (v, r) = 1 r ≤ r j , 2 r j < r ≤ r j + δ.
By our choice of the r j , this is enough to characterize the function h T (v, ·) uniquely amongst those in h N (T ). On the other hand, suppose that v = v j (that is, v corresponds to a node in the original tree T ). Let d ≥ 2 denote the degree of v j , as a node in T . Then for r ≤ r j + δ,
and this is once again enough to characterize h T (v, ·) uniquely.
7 Appendix: Proofs of Technical Lemmas 7.1 Lemma 6.1
Our proof of Lemma 6.1 requires some auxiliary results.
Lemma 7.1. Let X and Y be mm-spaces and let f : X → R and g : Y → R be measurable maps. For each µ ∈ M(µ X , µ Y ), we have
Proof. Recall the definition of d R W,1 from (4). First note that the Wasserstein distance is well-defined, since R with the Euclidean distance is a Polish space and the measures f # µ X and g # µ Y are compactly supported. Let f × g : X × Y → R × R be the product map (f × g)(x, y) = (f (x), g(y)) and consider the measure (f × g) # µ ∈ P 1 (R 2 ). It is easy to check that (f × g) # µ is a measure coupling of f # µ X and g # µ Y . The change of variables formula then implies that
For a mm-space X and a fixed r > 0, let h r X : X → R denote the function h r X (x) = h X (x, r). We will consider the one-parameter family of measures {(h r X ) # µ X } r≥0 ⊂ P 1 (R). We note that this family of measures appears in the definition of the modulus of mass distribution studied in [18] .
Proof. If L h (X , Y) = 0 then for every > 0 there exists a measure-preserving map φ : X → Y which produces a coupling µ φ ∈ M(µ X , µ Y ) such that
where (17) follows by Fubini's Theorem and (18) follows from Lemma 7.1. Since this holds for arbitrarily small , it follows that d R W,1 ((h r X ) # , (h r Y ) # ) = 0 for almost every r > 0. This completes the proof, since Wasserstein distance is a metric on the space of compactly supported probability measures on R.
We now proceed with the proof of the main technical lemma.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Suppose that L h (T , S) = 0. Lemma 7.2 implies that we can choose an r which is less than half the length of the shortest edge in T or S such that (h r T ) # µ T = (h r S ) # µ S . We first show that the number of leaves of T can be recovered from (h r T ) # µ T :
It follows that T and S contain the same number of leaves. A similar strategy works for nodes of higher valence. Let k T denote the maximum node valence of T . We claim that for each k ≥ 3, the quantity (h r
when k ≤ k T and that it is equal to zero otherwise. Assuming that the claim holds, the number of nodes of each valence of T can be recovered recursively from (h r T ) # µ T , and this completes the proof. It remains to derive (19) . By definition,
By our choice of r, the maximum value of µ T (B T (x, r)) is r · k T , when x is a node of valence x, r) ) < k · r if and only if it satisfies one of the mutually exclusive conditions, indexed by = k, k + 1, . . . , k T :
To see this, note that if µ T (B T (x, r)) > 2r, then it must lie within distance r from a (unique) node of valence at least 3. Suppose that x lies within distance < r to a node of valence . Then
Our condition then becomes
and solving for shows that condition (C ) must hold. The set of points satisfying this condition has measure
Adding up these measures for = k, k + 1, . . . , k T , we obtain (19).
Lemma 6.3
To prove Lemma 6.3, we will require some additional notation and preliminary lemmas. Let T = (T, d T , µ T ) be a metric tree. We will define a nested sequence of metric subforests
consists of a subset F k ⊂ T such that each connected component of F k is a metric tree. For the sake of convenience, we will not assume the measure on each component of F k is a probability measure. The metric d F k is geodesic distance in F k with respect to the restriction of d T ; in particular, the distance between points in distinct connected components of F k is ∞, as there is no geodesic joining them. The measure µ F k is simply the restriction of µ T . The subset F 0 defining the metric forest F 0 consists of only the leaves of T . To define F 1 , we include the leaf edges of the leaves in F 0 and their opposite endpoints. That is, F 1 consists of leaves, leaf edges and leaf parents. Let V 1 denote the set of leaf parents v ∈ F 1 with exactly one incident edge in T that is not a leaf edge. The subforest F 2 is formed from F 1 by including these incident edges for each v ∈ V 1 , together with their endpoint nodes. We now continue our definition inductively. Assume that F k has been defined. Let
where deg T (v) denotes the degree of v in the full tree T and deg F k (v) the degree of v in the subforest. Then F k+1 contains F k , together with the single extra edge for each v ∈ V k and endpoint nodes of these edges. An example of this sequence shown in Figure 6 .
Lemma 7.3. Let T be a metric tree with the sequence of subforests F k defined as above. If
Proof. To obtain a contradiction, assume that V k is empty. Enumerate the connected components of F k as T 1 , . . . , T N . Since F k = T and T is connected, there must be some node v j in each T j with
Choose an edge incident with v 1 which is not contained in T 1 and consider any path which begins at v 1 , passes through this edge, and continues with increasing distance from v 1 . Such a path must terminate in some leaf, and said leaf cannot lie in T 1 by the increasing distance condition. Assume without loss of generality that the path terminates at a leaf contained in T 2 . The path must then pass through v 2 , by construction of F k . By our assumption, we can choose another edge which is incident with v 2 , is not contained in the path from the previous step, and is not contained in T 2 . Now choose a new path which starts at v 2 , passes through the newly chosen edge, and continues by increasing distance from v 2 . The new path will terminate in a leaf not contained in T 2 . If its terminal leaf lies in T 1 , then we concatenate with the path from the first step to produce a non-trivial cycle in T , thereby obtaining a contradiction. We therefore assume without loss of generality that the new path terminates at a leaf contained in T 3 . Continuing with this process, a nontrivial cycle must eventually be formed because there are finitely many T j , and we have obtained a contradiction.
Corollary 7.1. With T and F k defined as above, there exists some N such that F k = T for all k ≥ N .
Proof. If F k = T , then V k = ∅, by Lemma 7.3. It follows that an edge is added to form F k+1 . Since there are finitely many edges in T , it must be that F N = T for some N .
We remark that it is possible to show that the number of trees in F k+1 is strictly less than the number of trees in F k whenever F k = T , and it follows that N is at most the number of leaves in T . Proof. Since T is assumed to be connected, one direction is clear. Conversely, suppose that F k = T . Then we can choose some v ∈ V k , by Lemma 7.3 . Let e denote the single edge which is incident with v but which is not contained in F k and let v denote the opposite node of e. If v ∈ F k , then F k is disconnected. Otherwise, choose a path which starts at v, passes through e and continues with increasing distance from v. The path terminates in a leaf, and the leaf necessarily lies in a path component of F k which is different than that of v.
The poof of the main technical lemma now follows.
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Let T and S be metric trees and suppose that h N (T ) = h N (S) and that the functions contained in this common set are distinct. Let F k and G k denote the subforests for T and S, respectively, as defined above. Let V k denote the subset of nodes of F k as defined above, and let W k ⊂ G k be defined similarly. We will construct an isomorphism φ : T → S by inductively defining isomorphisms φ k : F k → G k on the metric subforests-an isomorphism of subforests is a bijection whose restriction to each connected component is an isomorphism of metric trees.
First consider the metric forests F 0 and G 0 containing only the leaves of their respective trees. For each leaf v ∈ F 0 , there is exactly one point w v ∈ S such that h T (v, ·) = h S (w v , ·). We claim that w v ∈ G 0 . This follows from the observation that the h-function of a point x ∈ T has the property that h T (x, 0) = 1 if and only if x is a leaf. The isomorphism (in this case, simply a bijection) φ 0 : F 0 → G 0 is the map taking v to w v .
Next consider F 1 and G 1 . Let v ∈ N (F 1 ) be a leaf parent with child leaves as v 1 , . . . , v n . Then h T (v, ·) = h T (v j , r + r j ) − (r j − r) r ≤ r j h T (v j , r + r j ) r ≥ r j (20) for each leaf v j , where r j is the length of its leaf edge. There is a unique vertex w v ∈ S such that h T (v, ·) = h S (w v , ·). Moreover, it must be the leaf parent of φ 0 (v 1 ), . . . , φ 0 (v n ), since the leaf parent of each φ 0 (v j ) is determined by an explicit equation of the form (20) . We extend φ 0 to a map φ 1 : N (F 1 ) → N (G 1 ) by sending each v to w v . The map extends to an isomorphism φ 1 : F 1 → G 1 by interpolation over edges. To see that this step is valid, consider a leaf v j with parent node v in F 1 . The length of the leaf edge of v j is given by the smallest value of r > 0 such that h T (v j , r) = 1, and it follows that the edge joining φ 1 (v) and φ 1 (v j ) must have the same length. We complete this step by noting that there is also an explicit formula for the function h F 1 (v, ·). Assuming without loss of generality that the leaf edge lengths r j of the leaves v j are ordered increasingly as r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r n , the formula is determined by
n 0 ≤ r < r 1 n − 1 r 1 ≤ r < r 2 . . . . . . 1 r n−1 ≤ r < r n 0 r n ≤ r.
Moreover, we have h G 1 (φ 1 (v), ·) = h F 1 (v, ·). We now proceed inductively. Assume that we have constructed an isomorphism φ k : F k → G k and moreover that for each v ∈ N (F k ) we have determined the function h F k (v, ·) = h G k (φ k (v), ·). If F k = T , then G k = S and we are done, since F k = T implies φ(F k ) = G k is connected and G k = S follows from Corollary 7.2. We therefore assume that F k = T . Lemma 7.3 implies that V k = ∅, and we claim that φ k (V k ) = W k . Indeed, v ∈ V k if and only if deg T (v) = deg F k (v) + 1, and the quantities in this equation are given by h T (v, 0) and h F k (v, 0), respectively. Since these quantities are preserved by φ, the claim holds. Now assume that there is some node v ∈ N (F k+1 ) which is not contained in F k . Let v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ V k denote nodes which are connected to v and let r j denote the length of the edge joining v j to v. For each v j , we have h T (v, r) = h T (v j , r + r j ) − h F k (v j , r + r j ) − (r j − r) r ≤ r j h T (v j , r + r j ) − h F k (v j , r + r j ) r ≥ r j .
As shown above, each v j maps under φ k into W k . It follows that for each such v there is a unique w v ∈ N (G k+1 ) \ N (G k ) with the same h-function. We extend φ k to the map on nodes φ k+1 : N (F k+1 ) → N (G k+1 ) given by sending v to w v . Since a formula similar to (21) can be written for each φ k (v j ) ∈ W k , it must be that the elements of W k which connect to w v are exactly φ k (v 1 ), . . . , φ k (v n ). Finally, note that the length of the edge connecting v j to v is the smallest r > 0 such that h T (v j , r) − h F k (v j , r) = 1 and it follows that we can extend φ k+1 to an isomorphism φ k+1 : F k+1 → G k+1 by interpolating over edges. Finally, we complete the inductive step in this case by deriving a formula for h F k+1 (v, ·).
Assuming without loss of generality that r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ · · · ≤ r n , we have
r 1 ≤ r < r 2 . . .
. . .
1 + h F k (v 1 , r − r 1 ) + · · · + h F k (v 1 , r − r n−1 ) r n−1 ≤ r < r n h F k (v 1 , r − r 1 ) + · · · + h F k (v 1 , r − r n ) r n ≤ r.
It follows that h G k+1 (φ k+1 (v), ·) = h F k+1 (v, ·).
There is one more case to consider: F k = T , but F k contains all nodes of F k+1 . Let v ∈ V k and let v denote the opposite endpoint of the single edge which incident on v but not contained in F k . As above, a formula for h T (v , ·) can be derived explicitly in terms of h T (v, ·) and h F k (v, ·). Moreover, the length of the edge joining v to v can be extracted from these functions. This is enough to extend the map φ k over this edge by interpolation. Performing this extension for each v ∈ V k produces the isomorphism φ k+1 .
By Corollary 7.1, this inductive process stabilizes and produces an isomorphism φ : T → S.
